Learning New Words from Context
1. The doctor reveals the bad news to the patient. She tells the patient he is very sick.

*reveal* – tell or let someone know something

2. The police gather intelligence about the car accident. They ask many people for information.

*intelligence* – information or news
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3. I check over my homework carefully to **assure** myself that there are no mistakes. I want to be certain that I have done it right.

*assure* – be certain about something
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4. The students are not sure of the **significance** of the chart. They ask their teacher about the **meaning** of the chart.

*significance* – the **meaning** of something

5. She dances with **abandonment**. She lets her **emotions** take over her body.

*abandonment* – letting your **emotions** take over completely
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6. After the hard tennis match, Greg had great physical tiredness. His body was very tired.

*physical* – has to do with your *body*